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Rural New Zealand
remains resilient
Data released by the Real Estate Institute of New
Zealand (REINZ) shows there were 131 more farm sales
(+48.5%) for the three months ended September 2020
than for the three months ended September 2019.
Overall, there were 401 farm sales in the
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and 4.6% less Arable farms sold over the
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recorded an increase in sales with the
biggest increases being in Bay of Plenty (+6),
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and Taranaki and Canterbury (+5).
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REINZ’s rural spokesperson says: “As

was $26,917 compared to $25,754 recorded
for three months ended September 2019
(+4.5%). The median price per hectare
increased 4.9% compared to August 2020.
The REINZ All Farm Price Index increased
0.7% in the three months to September
2020 compared to the three months to
August 2020. Compared to the three months
ending September 2019 the REINZ All Farm
Price Index rose 0.7%. The REINZ All Farm
Price Index adjusts for differences in farm
size, location, and farming type, unlike the

evidenced by the increase in farm sales for
the 3-month period ending 30 September,
the rural sector continues to reinforce its
primary position as being the backbone of
the NZ economy. “The increase in total sales
volumes suggests farmers and investors
alike are opting for the security of land
ownership as opposed to investing in other

“Whilst the volatility of early spring
conditions with plunging temperatures and
late falls of snow have caused losses within
late lambing ewes, the accompanying
sweep of rain across the country has
brought a gasp of relief from farmers in
many regions who were “staring down the
barrel” of another prolonged dry spell, but
have now been given a period of respite,
brief or otherwise, only time will tell.
“Product prices, like the weather, also
reflect volatility with beef and sheep prices
under temporary pressure, but the dairy
industry is smiling with news of an increase
in the current payout from Fonterra, the
major dairy processor in the country, this in
spite of some much required restructuring
and restoration of its balance sheet.
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another record payout, and labour issues

by the COVID-19 pandemic.

aside, the horticulture sector continues to
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“The median price reinforces the above

adjust for these factors.

viewpoint with most categories holding

exude good health,” he concludes.
Source: REINZ Rural Property Report, 20 October 2020
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Latest updates
on Mycoplasma
bovis and infected
properties
Even though the news has gone quiet
on the biggest health scandal to have
rocked rural in a number of years,
work is still underway to eradicate the
disease since it was announced that
laws were to be changed in order to
make this a matter of urgency in 2018.

Mycoplasma bovis update
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Nationally, the number of active confirmed properties
(as at 6 November 2020) is 7.
On 7 November 2020, it was reported that two farms
in Canterbury had tested positive, bring the total to
seven infected farms in the region, while 146 other
properties around the country are under surveillance.
This was the second wave of the disease for one of
the newly infected farms which saw its milking cows
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culled last year. The Ministry for Primary Industries
picked up the infections through ongoing surveillance
and are still mapping the exact source.
“It’s not a cause for alarm, we had expected this and
the numbers we are picking up are well within what
we had forecast,” Mycoplasma bovis programme
director Stuart Anderson said.
All affected properties are under quarantine controls
which restrict the movement of stock and equipment
on and off those farms to contain the disease. Active
confirmed properties have yet to be depopulated,
cleaned, and have their restrictions lifted.
Source: www.biosecurity.govt.nz and tvnz.co.nz 1 News 7 Nov 2020
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What else has changed?
Properties with NOD revoked
2,000
158,405
Cattle have been culled
Tests completed
1,644,083

11 this week
5 this week
11,262 this week

Compensation update
$184.6 million
Paid in total
2,288
Claims paid and completed

10 this week
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6 this week

Claims currently being processed
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